This paper develops an aspect of my doctoral thesis which focuses on the German reception of Giuseppe Verdi's Messa da Requiem. It analyzes the critique and commentary in German newspapers and music journals from the period of the fi rst performances in Austria, Germany and Switz erland (1874-78) and outlines two ways of working with a corpus of heterogeneous texts by mostly unknown authors: Metadata analysis helps to distinguish the diff erent scopes of music journals and newspapers, and a »horizontal reading« approach based on viewing the context of individual semantic entities in parallel gives insight into the spectrum of the reception in all sources together.
Introduction
My recently submitt ed dissertation dealt with the German reception of the Messa da Requiem by Giuseppe Verdi, a grand musical work composed in memory of the Italian writer Alessandro Manzoni. I concentrated on the period of the fi rst performances which took place world-wide between 1874 and 1878. Verdi's composition follows the classical-romantic tradition of the »concert requiem« and is linked to the Requiem sett ings by Cherubini, Mozart and Berlioz.
1 Due to the work's scenic character, which many critics considered inadequate to the religious text, it was often evaluated disparagingly. In many cases the conceit of German musical criticism came to light, expressing itself sometimes more, sometimes less drastically. To give a relatively neutral example, a critic from Cologne said that the work was »however, not a requiem in the German style«. 2 This dichotomous demarcation of a 'German style' against an 'Italian style' is only partly to be understood as an infl uence of Wagnerism and Kulturkampf in the young German Empire.
3 Romantic church music aesthetics in particular played a decisive role here by applying strict idealistic standards. 4 For example, it was considered reprehensible for the music of a funeral mass to stir up or frighten the audience, as well as present a scenically determined, 'realistic' music. Emotionality did not seem to have been appropriate for the subject of a mass for the deceased, while critics expected the music to support a spiritual atmosphere leading to the consolatory idea of eternal rest.
Concerning Verdi's Messa da Requiem, the quality of the composition was generally appreciated, and German critics praised Verdi's alleged att empt to emancipate himself from the operatic style of his Rigolett o or Trovatore. At the same time, many critics wanted to identify compositional fl aws in the fugues (Sanctus and Libera me) or deprecate various musical eff ects in the Dies irae sequence as »theatrical«. Even in Austria, where liberal voices dominated, conservative criticism was present. Frequently, stereotypes such as »Italian« and »German« were brought into play and were often linked to a so-called »southern« temperament and ebullient emotionality on the one hand, and a brave »Nordic« disposition and spiritual seriousness on the other.
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Because of these qualities, the function of the work itself was often questioned. Verdi had composed the Messa da Requiem as a dedication to his countryman Alessandro Manzoni, who was an important fi gure for Italy's linguistic identity and the Risorgimento, the Italian unifi cation movement. After the work had been Musik, Schliengen: Edition Argus, 2001, 123-150. initially performed in a liturgical sett ing to celebrate the anniversary of Manzoni's death (22 May 1874), all subsequent performances took place in opera and concert halls (with extremely rare exceptions when excerpts were played in arrangements for organ and choir). Verdi and his publisher Ricordi benefi ted from the revenues, which led to the suspicion that Verdi wanted to make a good deal with the sett ing of the sacred text.
A certain ambivalence in the understanding of the work has persisted to the present day. Still, it seems to stand in a twilight zone between spiritual and secular concert music, which supports discussions about interpretation and appropriate performance practice. Refl ecting on historical concepts and conceptions gives us the opportunity to question our current positions and their origins. This is the starting point of my investigation.
Material
In preparing the groundwork for my research I compiled a corpus of Germanlanguage texts on the Messa da Requiem from the years 1874-78. It was my intention to provide the largest possible basis for the investigation without making a preselection of certain authors or music critics. This is a unique feature in comparison to previous investigations. There were only two criteria for the selection of the texts: the German language and, secondly, a reference to the Messa da Requiem within the period under consideration. Altogether, the fi nal corpus consists of 320 texts, which mainly come from German-speaking music magazines and daily newspapers.
The overview (Figure 1) shows the chronological statistics, which distinguishes between three countries with relevant German-speaking communities (German Empire, Austria-Hungary and Switz erland). The chronological view shown here compares the number of publications by time and country (cf. Figure 1) . The frequency of press commentary on the Requiem is typically strongest in the months of the fi rst performances in a country or region, and is strongly amplifi ed by the composer's presence in Vienna (May 1875), while his visit in Cologne (May 1877) did not produce a similar eff ect. In addition, it is clearly visible that the press coverage in the German Reich, where court operas and concert halls are widespread all over the (feudally structured) country, stretches over a longer period than in Austria, where Vienna clearly dominates as cultural centre. The diagram also refl ects the fact that the fi rst performance in the German Empire occurred about half a year after the Austrian premiere. In mid-1874, there is also a small refl ection of the fi rst performances in Milan and Paris, which took place one year before the fi rst performances in a German-speaking country, and it seems that the interest was moderately higher in Austria. Concerning Switz erland, the low number of recorded articles raises the question of how many sources have not yet been discovered; however, the amount of hints is scarce indeed.
To gather all these sources, intensive archive research was unavoidable. However, this work has been facilitated in the last decade by the still advancing digitization of daily newspapers. Auxiliary functions such as full text research made it possible to fi nd previously unknown performance dates and concert reviews. As a result, about 250 texts could be extracted from digitized collections (for the most part ANNO, 6 ). 70 texts, for which no digital version was publicly available, were discovered in the traditional way through newspaper archives (supported by catalogue data in ZEFYS 10 ). The latt er is more complex, since you often have to follow vague hints or even a suspicion, until you (luckily) have rediscovered a longer review. To give an example: A lapidary entry in the concert calendar of a music magazine can lead to a review of this concert in a local day newspaper. If you work manually, the systematic inspection of whole newspaper volumes can only be executed in weekly magazines at best. To put it in a nutshell, rewarding archival research requires either luck or eff ort. Machine readable news- paper, however, has the power to ameliorate these circumstances and provides a lot of material that has not yet been taken into consideration.
Due to the open selection criteria (language and mention of the Messa da Requiem), the corpus contains texts of very diff erent genre and quality (Figure 2 ). The texts cover the spectrum from lapidary concert advertisements to detailed work reviews with numerous notes. The texts fulfi l diff erent purposes depending on their classifi cation: shorter texts mainly contain notes on events and serve to reconstruct the performance history or lead to further sources of interest, while longer, more detailed texts contain much more material for the actual investigation of the reception history. It is important to consider that texts in the blue categories (about 150 in total) make up for 80% of the texts included.
Analysis
In this paper, I want to give two examples of how this digitized material can be used to support musicological research, and how this revises typical approaches. My fi rst example uses metadata to analyse the corpus structure and general phenomena. The second one deals with the texts themselves, using an approach which I metaphorically call »horizontal reading«. I will explain all the technical and methodical terms in each section in detail.
3a. Metadata Analysis
Metadata, in this case, is relevant information about sources, which is not contained in the text of the source itself. Usually it consists of a bibliographic or archival description, but it can go further and contain general information about the content, such as text classifi cation or the place a report refers to. This information can be used to learn about the corpus, which is especially useful and important when the corpus contains heterogeneous texts. (The data was collected from TEI 11 metadata, indexed in an XML database and visualized with Google Chart API 12 and OpenLayers 13 retrospectively.) In the fi rst example for metadata analysis, the diagram correlates the places of publication and the number of published articles by displaying them on a historical map (cf. Figure 2) . It becomes clear that Austria, again, is focused on Vienna, with 90 publications there, while in Germany the most productive place was Leipzig, with 96 publications (both highlighted with the brightest dots). This is due to the fact that at least four important music journals were based in Leipzig, which were publishing reports from important performances not only on the local or regional level, but mostly from the German speaking countries and also from selected foreign countries, mainly France and England. This points to the very diff erent situations of the Austrian and German press. Instead, comparing the places of performances mentioned in all articles (cf. Figure 4) , the coverage is much broader, representing the most important venues (Berlin, Dresden, Hamburg, Cologne, Leipzig, Munich, Prague, Salzburg, Vienna) with a relatively high number of reports. The Vienna peak emerges again, while the large number of reports published in Leipzig were obviously not self-referring, but reported from other venues for the most part. Leipzig played an important role in the musical press coverage of the German speaking area, as for a relevant number of venues, the only available article in the corpus was published there. (Another visible phenomenon is the low number of articles for the eastern German provinces -this is, on one hand, due to the availability of sources, but also to a less intense cultural activity; otherwise the coverage through Leipzig ought to have been greater.)
The diff erence in press coverage become more obvious when the places of correspondence are analysed for one single publication place. Comparing Berlin, Leipzig and Vienna retrospectively, it appears that Vienna focused mostly on local events and only marginally on events outside of Austria, concentrating only on Italy and France, and ignoring the German Empire completely. Berlin, instead, published articles on events in the Empire and from European capitals as well, but with only a few reports on Austria. Berlin and Vienna seem to have divided the German-speaking regions according to their jurisdiction. Leipzig instead, where most of the German music journals were published, demonstrated a broad geographic scope that covered not only all German-speaking regions, but also many places in other European countries, including locations apart from their capitals. This points to a very general tendency of newspapers to concentrate on local or national issues, while specialized press maintains an international perspective.
3b. Horizontal reading
It is considered one of the basic principles of reception historiography that it is necessary to go beyond listing only facts, but rather to investigate the backgrounds and conditions of the processes of reception. Using newspapers as sources, however, we mostly do not know the authors of the texts. In the case at hand, it was typical to publish anonymously or to hide one's identity with pseudonyms or acronyms. Only in every third text was the author's name given or could be discovered through secondary research, and in many cases there is no further information on that person available (rare exceptions are persons such as Eduard Hanslick, Heinrich Adolf Köstlin and Emil Naumann, famous music historians of their time). This means that it is impossible to reveal the conditions of reception on the level of the individual author. The idea leading to my alternative method here is that the carrying-out of comprehensive research on a large corpus of text allows for the positioning of an author, even anonymous, within a broader spectrum of opinions and ideas.
The text analysis uses a method that keeps a certain distance from the investigation into individual texts and instead focuses on points of reference common to all texts. Such a reference may be a particular part of a composition, for example the Sanctus, or a certain place where a performance took place, or a typical concept like »realism«. After selecting one point of reference, the surrounding context of all references in all texts from the corpus is extracted and grouped together to form a parallel view. I call this method »horizontal reading«, in reference to the term »dis-tant reading« introduced by Franco Morett i 14 (that term, however, points to stilometry, which is why I do not adopt the term). Horizontal reading here means to read all contexts of one single semantic entity in a larger corpus in parallel. This semantic line of sight through the whole corpus opens up the possibility of comparing diff erent receptions directly to each other.
As practically every person, every place, every performance and every composition mentioned in the texts could, for some investigative reason, become one reference point for a horizontal reading, this approach requires some technical aids to function effi ciently. First, all texts should be transcribed in full text for quickly fi nding recurring terms. In the present case, all texts were encoded (based on digital copies or photocopies of the original) according to the guidelines of the TEI (Text Encoding Initiative). Altogether, the 320 texts comprise about 950,000 characters of text. However, not only the text itself, but also the semantic reference points need to be identifi able (that is, independently from their orthography in the individual texts) for my horizontal reading approach. These were marked in the texts and provided with a unique identifi er (using the corresponding TEI elements such as persName, placeName, and so on). In the present corpus, a total of 8,000 reference points were identifi ed in the texts, which refer to 530 unique persons, 142 performances, 96 localities and 135 works in total. By deep semantic tagging, the mass of text becomes a corpus of »smart data«.
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To demonstrate my approach, I give two horizontal readings of the Mors stupebit from the Dies irae sequence and the introductory piece Requiem aeternam (the German texts are quoted after the original). Both pieces refl ect diff erent ideas of death -one was perceived more fi gurative and the other one more idealistic, and, as the quotes demonstrate, they were appreciated very diff erently.
The Mors stupebit, which depicts the amazement of death in front of the Last Judgement by a short rhythmic fi gure followed by the beat of the bass drum and a grand pause, was deprecated through association with categories like »realism« and »tone painting« and strongly criticized in almost all reports. Some critics tried to interpret this as a typical refl ection of Italian temperament, while others tried to caricature the musical eff ect with horrifying descriptions (please forgive that I do not give translations here). The comments on the Requiem aeternam, instead, give a totally diff erent impression. The introductory piece thrilled the critics as well as the audience. The reports from Vienna described an intense, serious mood, and one critic from Munich tried to give associative descriptions. Only the reports from Berlin and Dresden were much more sceptical, however: Although the piece was generally admired, the distribution of the text was boldly criticized (again, I give the quotes only in German). In the end, it becomes very clear which idea of death was preferred in German music aesthetics. While critics were emotionally appalled by the Mors stupebit, the Requiem aeternam seems to have met the right, consolatory tone. Coming to ideas about death and eternity, the German aesthetic ideals rejected concepts such as »realism« and preferred a puristic, spiritualizing eff ect in music, which was promoted by the restoration movement in church music. It is remarkable that this conception was only visible in the arena of concert criticism, since the Messa da Requiem was completely ignored by church music journals (e.g. Musica Sacra or Siona).
Horizontal reading not only reveals general diff erences between the German Empire and Austria, but also the regional and local diff erences. The reports from Berlin were strikingly sensitive to the relationship between phrase and melody, while the critics in Vienna and also in Cologne were more open to the eff ect of the work. Through a comprehensive comparison it is possible to identify and locate general tendencies the work's reception, even if the individual background of the authors is not known in each individual case.
Conclusions
Metadata analysis and horizontal reading are two ways to approach a historical text corpus that consists of heterogeneous texts by mostly unknown authors. It does not only give a general impression about the terms and ideas involved, but it strongly supports the creation of a historical narration. Based on the large corpus, it would be possible to conduct a single study on each part of the Messa da Requiem. It would also be possible to explore ideas and concepts in music criticism, or to look at the situation in certain venues, such as at the city theatre in Hamburg, where the work was performed seven times with a stage set (a unique exception in Germany), or in Salzburg, where several musical associations joined together to perform the Messa da Requiem for charity, or in Leipzig, where the second performance took place in a nearly empty concert hall. Partially, these ideas were pursued in my dissertation, but there are many more facets of the reception history to be investigated.
Finally, I hope that in the near future projects will use digitally prepared texts for research, which could allow room for broader studies, for example, comparing the reception of funeral mass sett ings to each other, or to compare the material to other language areas or periods. To give other projects the possibility to utilize the data of my study, all fi les will be made freely available through an online publication (the location is still to be determined).
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